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Key Takeaways

➔ SMEs are one of the most underserved segment. WHY?

◆ Unattractive and costly to serve
◆ Risky - lack of reliable data on credibility
◆ Inadequate systems and processes to address their needs

➔ Why SHOULD banks change this approach?

◆ SMEs are turning to non traditional banks
◆ Competitors embracing financial digital ecosystem to serve the SMEs
◆ Open banking regulations providing vasts opportunities 
◆ Rise in the need for collaborative banking ecosystem
◆ SMEs contribute to a sizable opportunity and profit



How Strands Business Financial Management (BFM) Solution Helps?
Trusted by Tier 1 banks worldwide

Data Driven Decisioning

SMEs make smarter business 
decisions based on relevant 
and personalized data based 
on big data analytics and data 
enrichment

Efficient Operations

Automated processes, alerts 
& notifications to keep SMEs 
abreast with their financial 
status, eliminating all manual 
consolidation to achieve 360 
view

Integrated Cash Flow 
Management

Real-time access to all 
financial accounts including 
3rd party bank accounts while 
adhering to security 
standards

KY-SME

Know your SMEs’  businesses 
and catering to their specific 
needs with data driven next 
best action / offer  at the right 
time

API First Platform

Single Interface. One platform 
allowing access to third-party 
services. Banks benefit from a 
single API interface which 
greatly reduces cost and 
complexity.

One Stop Solution

Providing tools beyond 
traditional banking services to 
assist with cash flow, liquidity, 
invoicing, budgeting, income 
and expense management, 
and more which helps with 
customer retention

AR/AP Management

Handling of collection and 
payment cycle.  AR / AP made 
simple with integration to 3rd 
party invoice providers and 
BFM’s native invoicing/billing 
module

Time-to- Market

Shorter time to market with 
rich assets, knowledge and 
experience in all regions

SME

Bank
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Q&A session



Thanks for participating!


